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God created everything and it all belongs to Him,
BUT... Lucifer, the most powerful angel in heaven, was cast out of
heaven (not casually excused from).

Satan's punishment was banishment to our world. Our solar
system is just one in hundreds of billions of stars in the Milky
Way, but there are hundreds of billions of galaxies in our infinite
universe.

By comparison to the rest of His creation, our world would
typically be perceived as INSIGNIFICANT, but it's far from it. In
this world, Satan was given (by God) authority to reign in and over
it. Our world, and everything in it, is at the mercy of this evil
entity and is shaped by Satan himself!
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We know that God can, and certainly does, provide
divine intervention in it, but His intent for this world is to
create indisputable evidence that even the worst and most powerful
form of evil cannot and never will prevail, and will never again
exist for the balance of eternity.

Satan has more FAITH (not faith in God) than any human being on
the planet. He honestly believes he can win the war against God and,
in the end, become the supreme Ruler of the Universe. So, to ensure
that this brief moment in infinite time serves as a means of
indisputable proof that the worst form of EVIL cannot overcome and
defeat God, Satan had to be given every opportunity to
influence mankind and to use human beings as meaningless pawns in
his quest to develop the inconceivable technology and most powerful
weapons of mass destruction the world has ever known. Satan's sole
purpose, the reason he was created, is to wage against and fight
his inevitable battle with God in a futile attempt to dethrone God.

But Believers in God know that, according to the Bible, Satan
will lose that battle. He and virtually every form of evil will, in
the end, be banished to the wasteland of the universe; Hell, which
the Bible describes as a Lake of Fire. Regardless of what hell is,
we can assume that, like heaven, this “place” is most likely far
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beyond our wildest imagination as well. Imagine your worst fear,
then multiply it by something thousands of times worse.

There is however good news! After the final battle is fought
and God defeats Satan, virtually every form of evil in existence
will be wiped away forever and will ever exist again in our entire
universe and for the balance of eternity. According to the Bible,
our eternal heavenly lives will be perfect, peaceful and truly
prodigious in every way.
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